
Summary of new additions to NASPO price book 
 

Inserter 
Mail inserting systems from BlueCrest are engineered to offer best-in-class speed and productivity 
without sacrificing accuracy or integrity. Our products are designed to grow with your business and our 
options are designed to help you be ready for any job that comes your way. From next generation 
folders to feeders, increased speed and improved scanning capabilities, we have you covered. 
 
NEW: The Mailstream™ Evolution inserting system is a powerful, versatile platform built to support 
mailers' current and future business needs. Designed for government service providers and in-house 
mailers, the Mailstream Evolution is the workhorse of the operation, capable of processing a wide range 
of jobs, including complex transactional and custom applications at speeds of up to 14K cycles per hour. 
It is easy to maintain and configure, empowering operators of any skill level. 
 
The Evolution features our latest full automation technology that makes set-up and job changeovers 
repeatable and accurate, reducing operator and mechanical intervention and eliminating downtime 
between jobs. The ergonomic configuration of the system provides the operator a smart, efficient 
workcell, with an increased mail piece output per square foot, allowing mailers to achieve higher SLAs. 

 
 The Evolution mail inserting system combines the proven technology from our high-speed inserting 
systems with the reliability and accuracy that you have come to expect from BlueCrest. The Evolution is 
a multi-format inserter ideal for both mid and high-volume mailers who run high page count jobs, short-
run jobs or need extra capacity during peak times, without sacrificing accuracy or integrity.  
Its scalable platform allows you to buy what you need today and add capabilities as your requirements 
evolve.  
 
The Evolution is powered by BlueCrest’s Direct Connect operating system making it easier for operators 
and technicians to leverage existing skill sets, lowering the learning curve and adding to its ease of use. 
 

Sorter 
As the first high-speed sorter to feature in-line metering and the highest industry read rates, Vantage™ 
is a multi-application system and industry leader in operational throughput. Production workflow is 
simplified by eliminating the need to meter mail at different rates or managing pre-printed envelopes, 
thus ensuring higher productivity and more efficient mail processing. 
 
NEW: The Mixed Mail Stacker (MMS) feature for the Vantage™ is the latest enhancement to the 
BlueCrest flagship sorting solution. The mixed mail stacking technology enables the processing of thicker 
mail, increased mail characteristics and mail handling sensitivities. There is a large range of mail that can 
be processed, from postcards to business flats. The readability and system uptime is key to increased 
productivity, efficiency and cost savings. 
Benefits 
 The Vantage™ MMS is flexible, modular and easy to operate. 
 Sorts a variety of mail characteristics, from simple to complex letters and flats. 
 Provides customers the ability to configure sorting solutions based on mail volume and space 

availability. 
 Offers production integrity, optimum work-flow management and ease of operability. 
 Maximizes operational throughput without having the need for multiple islands of technology. 



 

Digital Postal Meter 

NEW: The DM Infinity is a high volume, high speed, USPS
® 

approved digital meter for the production mail 
environment. If you have an existing (Version 1) model you will require an upgrade to ensure smooth 
operation in your mail processing facility. 

Features of the new DM Infinity Version 2 

 Available as a new module or as a retrofit to your existing DM Infinity platform for your mailing 
operation.  

 Unchanged UIC interface as the primary display for any print engine related messages means it is 
familiar to operators. 

 A new double print engine with an enhanced design which operates at up to 26,000 print cycles per 
hour, consistent with the existing DM Infinity performance.  

 Innovative ability to flip between print engines, ensuring continuous operation as well as 
maintaining the condition of the print heads. 

 Dual Ink cartridges can be exchanged while in operation, ensuring no interruption to mail processing 
(LEDs indicate which ink cartridge needs to be changed).  

 

Applications 
 
NEW: Office Mail 
Today’s office environment is changing. Organizations need to be faster and 
more nimble to drive higher levels of productivity and lower costs. While it 
can take only a few seconds to complete important business transactions, 
it can take several minutes to manage, print and mail the paperwork that 
typically follows. Individually mailing essential documents is not only time 
consuming, it is a potentially error-prone process. Plus, it’s costly when you 
consider soaring postage costs along with the paper and color toner used in 
printing devices found in most office environments. 
 
Office mail made easy. 
Now you can reduce costs, increase productivity, and improve the 
accuracy and integrity of the mail generated within the office. It’s easy with 
OfficeMail. Right from the desktop, office staff can submit documents for 
printing and mailing. 
• Leverage centralized production facilities to automate the printing, 
folding, inserting, postage metering and handling of office mail 
• Deliver according to recipient preferences; physically mail, email or HL7 
• Ensure greater accuracy and provide proof of mailing 
• Minimize hidden costs of ad hoc and small batch mail including desktop 
printers, toner, forms, mailroom overhead, postage and labor from 
manual tasks 
 
Vote-by-Mail 
Secure, automated, end-to-end vote-by-mail processing system 
 



NEW Statewide application: Vote-by-mail and absentee balloting is on the rise as municipalities 
nationwide look to ensure the integrity of elections, reduce costs related to running manual polling 
stations, and meet election regulations and timelines. Relia-Vote from BlueCrest is the only integrated, 
secure, end-to-end vote-by-mail solution for processing both outbound and inbound mail ballots. It’s an 
ideal solution for Statewide, large to medium counties, or municipalities who need to cost effectively 
and securely automate the processing of election ballots, while staying compliant with state voting 
regulations and USPS® postal regulations. 
 
While BlueCrest printers, inserters and sorters provide the engines, our software can give you the edge. 
Make your print and mail hardware more valuable to the business by increasing operational efficiency, 
supporting integrity, and adding new capabilities that drive business growth. 
 
 

 


